


Golf tournaments can reach, influence
and inspire millions - positively impacting
people and nature, taking climate action
and demonstrating responsible resource
use - serving as important showcases for

sustainability in and through sport.
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MAKING A POSITIVE IMPACT

Year-round, around the world, golf tournaments bring people
together to celebrate and have fun.  

With large-scale temporary events staged on living landscapes,
nestled in urban settings or rural communities, reaching millions of
people each year, golf has the opportunity to create positive impacts
and lead by example to inspire others. 

Is it hard to do?  Not really.  A sustainable golf event simply adds a
layer of additional consideration to the decisions made while
planning and delivering the tournament.  Efficient use of resources
like water and energy, responsible purchasing and disposal, positive
environmental and social legacies, and inspirational communications.  

It's a journey, with new practical steps taken each year. 

Extend positive value to the local community
Add value to partnerships and develop new ones
Build new sponsorship opportunities and revenue
Improve efficiencies and cost-savings
Generate new credible and positive publicity
Practively manage risks 

There are many good reasons to step forward and join in...

And ... to step forward at a time when the world needs
everyone to play a part. 



SUSTAINABILITY
JOURNEY

Internationally recognized
sustainability certification
Most credible and widely-
endorsed distinction for golf
tournaments
Code compliant with the ISEAL
Alliance standards for
certification and eco-labelling.

Reports and
Communication

GEO Certified
Recognition

Kickstart Report and planning session
Mid-term Scorecard and Action Plan
Optional communication support
packages - position your efforts
credibly and with impact
Optional post-event Scorecard and
infographics 

OnCourse
Web-app

Practical and easy-to-use 
Best-practice checklists
Templates and action plans
Guidance and ideas
Data tracking and reporting
Carbon footprints specific
for golf events

Support

Consultation and advisory
from experienced
sustainable golf team 
Option to choose a range of
additional services and
outcomes from carbon to
communications
Links with a network of 
 experts for specific
projects

® 



Pre Event

Fill out Kick-start Survey in
OnCourse

Receive Kick-start Report
+  consultation

Complete "Actions" part of OnCourse,
including Plan-templates, and liaising
with suppliers and contractors  

Receive Mid-term Scorecard 
+ advisory call

Receive Post-tournament Scorecard,
carbon report and recommendations

Collect data, input into OnCourse,
update actions section 

Independent Verifier on-site if
becoming Certified

Become a GEO Certified   Tournament® 

Post Event 

During Event  - Optional



OnCourse and GEO Certified are available to events everywhere, with some of the
world’s most iconic golf tournaments already stepping forward to drive

sustainability in and through golf – making a difference, enhancing their brands,
and strengthening their connection to partners, fans and local communities.

LEADING THE FIELD



For our part, GEO Foundation works collaboratively
across golf and beyond to help inspire, support, recognize
and share leadership. 

With strategic advisory to golf bodies and golf sponsors
worldwide; the OnCourse suite of support programs for golf facilities,
tournaments and developments; carbon footprint and mitigation system
specifically for courses, events and players; golf's most credible and widely-
endorsed sustainability certification program, GEO Certified; and the
sustainable golf community platform, sustainable. golf - we're here to help
people more quickly and easily make a difference - for golf, for people and
for our one earth.

SUSTAINABLE GOLF COMMUNITY

There is a part to play for anyone who wants to
see golf embrace sustainability – for the good
of the game, society and our planet. 

You're invited to join the growing sustainable
golf community, to showcase your
tournament's commitment and results. 

Ready to get started? For more information,
contact GEO Foundation:
tournaments@sustainable.golf


